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Pc full form in police department

Do you want to build an HTPC or maybe you just want to build a new system, but you don't want to take up a lot of space or look like a monolith under your desk? This week, we'd like to hear about which of these smaller, more elegant PC cases. We recognized that not everyone wanted a huge, full-size tower, and the last time we asked for the best
computer case, the competitors were all towers with air currents, moving spaces, expansion bays, etc. I'd like to take a different approach this week. I want to know the best case for those who build workstations that don't need to be HTPC, Hackintosh, or huge high-end rigs. Leave your nominations in the debate below! Hive Five nominations take place in
discussions where you post your favorite tools for the job. We receive hundreds of nominations, so to clarify your nomination, include it at the top of your post: Poll: BEST MINI PC CASE. Don't include votes in replies to others. Nominations emailed to us do not count. Instead, cast a vote and answer separate arguments. After you're nominated, please
provide us with your reasons for stand out in the competition. About Hive Five: The Hive Five feature series asks readers, Which tool is best? Once a week, we make calls for competitors looking for the best solution to a particular problem, and then you will tell us your favorite tools to get the job done. Every weekend we report the top 5 recommendations and
give you a chance to vote. As an example, you should check last week's five best document scanners to make them paperless. G/O Media hive fives with 68% off free fees for 2 years + 3 months are based on reader nominations. As with most Hive Five posts, if a favorite is left behind, it's not because we hate it, but because we didn't get the nominations we
needed in the candidate's post call. We understand it's a bit of a popularity contest, but if you have a favorite, we'd love to hear about it. Do you have a hive five suggestion hivefive@lifehacker.com? If you're building an HTPC, a small workstation, or don't want your rig to take up a lot of space under or on your desk, you need a smaller PC case. It doesn't
waste a lot of space on expansion bays and components that fit what's important, but don't need it. This week, let's take a look at five of the best for the job. At the beginning of the week, weYou use a small form factor PC case that you thought would be perfect for space-saving PCs, hackintches, and HTC. We've trumped up your nominations and now we're
back to highlight the top five. Polls close and votes are counted! To see which of the top five voted as winners, go to the Hive Five follow-up post. There you can see the results and discuss the winners! If you want, there's room for high-end components such as full-size ATX power supplies, aftermarket cooling, and (somey) larger video cards, but you don't
have to sacrifice a small footprint to give you everything. You get amazing air flow in a small form factor (9.4 W x 8.2 H x 15.8 D) with vents at the top and sides, front, sides, and a large fan in the hard drive cage. The four drive bays connect the device with front audio, with two expansion ports on the back for hard drives and optical drives and peripheral
cards, and USB 3.0 and 2.0 ports on the front. Elite 120 Advanced can set you back $50 with New Egg or get 68% off commission on Amazon.G/O Media 2 years + 3 months FreeG/O Media Commission Silverstone FT03/FT03-Mini Silverstone FT03 Already small That's the case (9.2 W x 19.2 H x 11.2 D) The little sibling, who also nominated the FT03 Mini,
is even smaller (7.4 W x 15.6 H x 9.3 D). The former is a micro ATX/Mini-ITX chassis, the latter supports mini ITX and DTX builds. The FT03 has four internal bays for the drive, four expansion slots, an upper and lower exhaust fan for airflow, no cables on the four sides and a hidden front-side panel with USB 3.0 and audio ports. It supports standard ATX
power supplies, has plenty of room to operate internally, and even supports (some) larger video cards. The FT03 Mini, on the other hand, cuts back three internal bays, one bottom fan and two expansion slots a bit, but can support longer graphics cards and has a front side port. This requires an SFX power supply (the FT03 standard model accepts normal
power supplies). FT03 will set you back $160 on New Egg and Amazon, and FT03 MIni may get a commission BitFenix Producty for $130 on Amazon.G/O Media BitFenix Prodigee is a case that even we are in love with lifehacker. The flexible, soft-grip handle provides portability and good looks, with plenty of space inside. This is a bit larger than some small
mini ITX cases (9.8W x 15.9 H x 14.1D) and still get great air flow thanks to the front and rear cooling fans (with more space). The added room means you get space for six expansion bays inside, two expansion card slots (supporting long cards like graphics cards) and standard supportPower. You can access USB 3.0 ports, power, and audio from ports near
the front of the chassis. Plus, if you want your rig to stand out, the standard is black and white, but it's available in a lot of colors (including orange and red). Not more expensive than anything else - it set you back $90 on a New Egg and $100 on Amazon.G/O media many of the cases of the commission mini-box M350 Universal Mini ITXA are still shaped a
little on the big side, or a smaller version of the tower. The mini box M350 universal mini ITX enclosure is different. It take some cues from the computer's long, flat box, but looks small and sophisticated enough to fit nicely next to the TV as an entertainment center or HTPC, or under a monitor as a space-saving workstation. Things are small enough (7.5 W x
2.4H x 8.3D) that you can even mount on the back of a widescreen display for an all-in-one look and feel. You'll need a PicopSU to power things up (and you don't have to worry about it because it's available in the PSU kit), an ultra-silent fanless design, space for any processor (as long as there's stock cooling), space for two hard drives in a mountable bay,
and a huge video card, but you're not going to fit a huge video card in there, but there are a lot of components added there. It is available in black or silver, for $40 directly from the manufacturer. If you include a model with a power adapter, all the $70.Fractal Design Node 304Fractal Design cases are simple, good-looking cases that get the job done but not
super flashy in the process. They are all good looking, but node 304 will look great, especially in entertainment centers and on desks. Whatever you choose with it. It is a surprisingly wide mini ITX case due to its size (9.8 W x 8.3H x 14.7D) and supports standard PSUs. There are six drive bays for hard drives (no optical drives because there is no single slot
on the front of the case) and two expansion slots for the card on the back, long enough to support long graphics cards if needed (although you have to make sure they fit the PSU first). It has two front side fans and a rear for airflow, supports AFTERMARKET cooling of the CPU, and has a USB 3.0 port, audio port, and power supply on the front of the chassis.
It's a sharp, adult design that doesn't sacrifice build quality, and will go back to $90 with New Egg and approach $122 on Amazon.G/O Media. It's time to vote to determine the favorites of the LifeHacker community: this week's honorable mentions go out to fractal design-defined minis, cases that barely missed out on the top five with one or two nominations but that's ok, we know it's well loved: it took our last twoStill, we've collected more than 30 different cases from your nominations this week and dozens more votes! We are willing to bet that you have a favorite that may not be included here. The top five are based on your most popular nominations from the call of the candidate thread since the beginning of
the week. Do you have a favorite choice? Take a look at the photo and hear why you love it in the debate below! As with most Hive Five posts, if a favorite is left behind, it's not because we hate it, but because we didn't get the nominations we needed in the candidate's post call. We understand it's a bit of a popularity contest, but if you have a favorite, we'd
love to hear about it. Do you have a hive five suggestion? Docklands Boi Tips + hivefive@lifehacker.com! email us with the title photo. Small PCs offer great features in small packages and off-the-shelf, customizable hardware that can use anything. This week we want to know which of these little wonders you think is the best. From a palm-sized PC that can
handle HD streaming for your home theater, to a small machine suitable for your child's computer, or a platform that can crack openly and expand or start hacking, the best small form factor PCs are affordable, small enough to fit anywhere, and customizable enough to make time and money worth it. Which one do you think is the best? Listen to your vote in
the debate below! If you don't, it doesn't count: best small form factor PC poll photo: [Best Small Form Factor PC] Why: This model explains what you recommend to others, or why you think you're the best! Maybe it's powerful for its size, or has all the right features. What do you recommend to others? Make your case! Don't duplicate the nomination! Instead,
if someone nominated your pick, star (recommend) to boost it and reply with your story instead. Please do not leave any non-entry or direct comments on this post. They are just pushed down. Save your story for other people's submissions! If you're not sure what we mean, check out the nominations by the writers below. We give you a head start and they all
have to be in the right format, so you can follow our lead. Hive Five is a weekly series that votes for your favorite apps and tools for a specific job. Do you have any suggestions on the topic?Tip +hivefive@lifehacker.com!Send an email with G/O Media and you get 68% off the intel free press commission 2 years + 3 months free photos. Press.
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